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ABSTRACT 

The Triassic-Jurassic extinction resulted in the near demise of the ammonoids. Based on a survey 
of ammonoid expansion rates, coiling geometry and whorl shape, we use the Raup accretionary 
growth model to outline a universal morphospace for planispiral shell geometry. We then explore 
the occupation of that planispiral morphospace in terms of both breadth and density of 
occupation in addition to separately reviewing the occurrence of heteromorphs. Four intervals 
are recognized: pre-extinction (Carnian to Rhaetian); aftermath (Hettangian); post-extinction 
(Sinemurian to Aalenian); and recovery (Bajocian to Callovian). The pre-extinction and recovery 
intervals show maximum disparity. The aftermath is marked by the disappearance of 
heteromorphs and a dramatic reduction in the range of planispiral morphologies to a core area of 
the morphospace. It is also characterized by an expansion into an evolute, slowly expanding part 
of the morphospace that was not occupied prior to the extinction and is soon abandoned during 
the post-extinction interval. Aftermath and post-extinction ammonoid data show a persistent 
negative correlation whereby rapid expansion rates are associated with narrow umbilical widths 
and often compressed whorls. 

The permanently occupied core area of planispiral morphospace represents generalist demersals 



whose shells were probably optimizing both hydrodynamic efficiency and shell stability. All 
other parts of the planispiral morphospace, and the pelagic modes of life the shells probably 
exploited, were gradually reoccupied during the post-extinction interval. Planispiral adaptation 
was by diffusion away from the morphospace core rather than by radical jumps. Recovery of 
disparity was not achieved until some 30 million years after the extinction event.  
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ACCOMPANYING FILES:  

1) RAW DATA Smith et al.  2014 Lethaia– UBC. XL file containing raw and derived data. 

Data sources are cited. 

2) REFERENCES FOR DATA SOURCES Smith et al 2014 Lethaia -UBC. Word file 

containing the bibliographic information for references used as data sources.  

  



VARIABLES MEASURED AND PARAMETERS 

INCLUDED IN THE RAW DATA FILE 

 

The Raup model of shell geometry, as used here, includes three parameters derived from six 

variables which are illustrated in Figure 1 (Smith et al in press).  

 

 

VARIABLES 

D= Shell Diameter 

UD= Umbilical Diameter 

r= shell radii 

WW= whorl width 

WH= whorl height  



PARAMETERS 

 

The three parameters calculated from the six variables are: 

 

1. The square of the ratio of radii is called the expansion rate [W= (𝑟2/𝑟1)2]. 

2. The relative distance between the generating curve and the axis of coiling describing the 

looseness of coil U=UD/D where UD is the umbilical diameter and D is the shell 

diameter.  

3. The whorl width (WW) divided by whorl height (WH) which is a box model used to 

approximate the relative compression or depression of the specimen (Figure 1 B) 

(WWWH=WW/WH). 

 

 

 


